
TREATMENTS

Spa Sampler (2hr 30min) 
Beginning with your choice of body polish to attain smooth, supple skin it will be followed with your 
choice of body wrap to repair, nourish and hydrate. While warmly cocooned, you will enjoy a foot 
reflexology session before succumbing to the gifted hands of your therapist with an Essential Deep Pore 
Cleansing Facial.                                                                                                                           

Aroma Reviver (2hr 30min) 
Transport yourself to an aroma-sensory oasis with the Aroma Reviver. First, your body is gently soaked 
in a warm Aromatic Bath to help calm the mind and free the spirit. Then, your journey continues with an 
Aromatic Bliss Massage and finally it is completed with an Essential Aromatherapy Facial. Suitable for all 
skin types, it will leave your skin glowing, healthy and full of vitality.                                                                                                                           

Decadent Duo (3hr 30min) 
Pampering begins at the top with a deeply relaxing Indian Scalp Massage. Then, you and your partner 
will have your bodies gently polished with a full body exfoliation using ginger and lime to purify leaving 
skin soft and silky smooth. Surrendering to the talented hands of your therapists he will experience a 
Tune Up Sports Massage while she relishes in an Aromatic Bliss Massage. Just when you thought it was 
over, bliss continues with one of our most luxurious facials on the menu: The Hydration Booster Facial 
for two.

Touch of Aloha (60min/90min) 
From the shores of Hawaii comes the Lomi Lomi also known as “loving hands”. A unique style of 
massage, long, fluid, wave like, rhythmic full body strokes are applied using hands and forearms to 
stimulate a natural flow of energy. Deep, light or gentle according to your needs, stretches and joint 
rotations, it also assists in releasing energy blockages.

Aromatic Bliss (60/90min) 
Taking the classic to the next level we incorporate additional techniques while introducing the therapeutic 
benefits of touch and smell. Aromatic oils infused with essential plant extracts will only further enhance 
your mood and awaken your senses.

Swedish Aromatic Bliss (30/60/90min) 
This anti-stress, light-to-medium pressure relaxation massage employs long, gliding strokes with gentle 
muscle kneading and friction to induce a beautiful state of relaxation. With the therapeutic benefits of 
touch and smell, aromatic oils will only further enhance your experience.  
*30min – Back Massage Only 

Treatment Menu Sampler - due to seasonal rates, prices  may change.
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